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if you are in doubt as to the legality of your purchase, you should approach the seller with questions. a seller should be willing to answer questions honestly, even if he is unsure of
the legality of the sale. to prevent bringing unwanted attention to yourself and your business, you should use a secure method to pay for your magic card collection. paper money,
bank checks, and credit cards are all easily traced. there are many types of counterfeit magic cards, including magic cards that are different colors, or with different textures. some

are made from completely different materials than the real cards. some are printed on plain paper, or even on the back of regular cards. others are blank, and may just have the
number of the magic card on the front and back. you can tell if a magic card is counterfeit by looking at it. a high-quality card has a glossy finish. a card with a worn or scuffed finish
is most likely counterfeit. if it is too new, it is more likely to be real. in addition to the aforementioned exceptions, all individual cards are protected under trademark and copyright
laws, including art elements and the card backs. making reproductions of the art images and card faces of magic cards is an infringement of our rights and is prohibited. the use of
this art and images requires the express permission from wizards of the coast. without this permission, scanning and posting and otherwise distributing these images violates the
law. even photocopying them to use as a proxy for personal use is illegal and violates our intellectual property rights. even rough scanning or printing a physical card face-up is

prohibited without the express permission of wizards of the coast.
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